
WHY ROUGHS - PLEASE READ AND MAKE SURE YOU UNDERSTAND 

• Before a designer proceeds to the computer, he or she must be properly prepared.   

• This means that only after going through the thought process, or the “hand on” work, can the 
designer make a proper decision regarding the design he or she will use for their or final 
presentation.   

• It is very important that the final presentation is thought out thoroughly on paper rather than 
“think  it out” on the computer.   

• There are many reasons in maintaining the traditional “hands on” process when designing ads 
and layout designs.  

• Some of the evident reasons are:  Thumbnail and rough sketches can actually be constructed 
faster when sketching out “impromptu” ideas.  

• There is not always a computer available  (sometimes they are inoperable).  

• Sometimes an artist or designer meets with a client over coffee and sketches ideas out while 
they discuss the presentation and make changes or additions.   

• Sketching out ideas is an informal and comfortable approach.  A client in not always at ease with 
a “laptop” over coffee or lunch.  Quick sketches can be drawn out at casual meeting, at which 
time the designer might make changes and feel comfortable doing so (especially most clients are 
not computer savvy in the art-related programs).  

• The designer can now go forward and complete the presentation. 

● ThumbNails

• Because it takes less time to sketch in miniature than in actual size, the designer begins by 
making thumbnail sketches using a simple #2 pencil. The thumbnail sketches should be in 
proportion to the ads as they are to appear in print.  Quarter size is considered “normal.”  

• Even at this early stage, the designer thinks in terms of tones as well as outlines.  

• These sketches may be extremely rough, because usually only the designer studies the thumbnail 
sketches.  These thumbnails are the designers “ guide” for preparing the finished presentations.  

• Heavy lines may be used to indicate the heading. Outline shapes may be used to indicate 
illustrations and photographs.   

• Text may be “Greeked in” as well with line work, although some artist feel more comfortable 
indicating more detail at this stage.  Either way is acceptable.  

• It is important that the designer can interpret his or her own renderings.  

• I'm old school, as well... and work first doing pencil thumbnails or sketches, proceed to hand-
rendered tightened comps to work out the bugs, then to the computer for playing with color 



variations, finessing, and finalizing. I got into the design business for the love of the tools and 
creating things by hand... and I can't see myself ever forgoing sketching. It is nice to work in 
pencil in the beginning for several reasons — one being that one isn't seduced by color... and, 
when working in b/w one can better see potential problems in the design which need addressing, 
etc. Plus, it keeps up one's drawing skills, makes for fast idea generation, and is just plain fun. ;D 
However, all that being said, every artist/designer will find his own way to work... and I believe 
their way is the best way for them.


